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all Questions

(a) Define what

it means by the greatest commln

dtuzsor gcd(o, b) of two integers

o and b, not both zero.

Find the

i

gcd(3270,729).

(b) Show that the square of any odd integer is of the formfk + 1, where k is a'n
integer.

(c) A customer bought a dozen piece of

fruit apple and

orange for Rs 1.32.

If

an apple cost 3 cents more than an orange and more apples than oranges
purchased, then determine how many pieces of each kind were bought.

(a) State and prove the Euler's theorem.
(b) State and prove the Fermat's Li,ttle theorem.
(c) Prove that if n is relatively prime to 72, then n12:1(mod 72)'

(d) Prove that

1

* a * a2 + ...a s6(m)-t :

gcd(a-1r,m)=!.

0(mod m) if gcd(a,m)

:1,

Q3

Define what are meant by the following terms:
Pseudo Prime;
Carmr,chael Number.
(u)

If d,n € N and dln, then show that (Zo _ I)le" _

(b) show

1).

that 561:3.11.12 is a pseudo prime to the base 2 and

a

number.

(c) If rL:

QrQ2,...,Qk, where qjs are

distinct primes that satisfy (qi

_t)|fu

all 7, then prove that n is a Carmichael number.

Q4. (a)

State what are meant by saying

(i) an integer
(ii)

a belongs to the exponent h modulo m;

an integer g is called a primitive root modulo m.

(b) If g is a primitive root modulo m, then prove that

g,

g2,...,gd@)

ils

rncongruent and form reduced residue system moduloyn.

(c) Prove that, if a belongs to the exponent h modulo m,and, gcd(k,,
h) =
ofr belongs to the exponent
modulo m.
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